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Infrastructure and human 
development

Post 2015 discussions: Growth which is not 
jobless, ruthless, voiceless and 
environmentally unsustainable

Diversification of growth; labour-intensity of 
growth models

Infrastructure: can play a role in promoting 
opportunities leading to more inclusive growth

But the link is not always automatic



UNDP:  what role?  

• Support to local development and local 
populations - to be able to take advantage of 
infrastructure development (especially 
transport)

• Complement investments and work of IFIs

• Piloting forms of resource mobilization for 
small scale infrastructure at the local level 
(especially in places not reached by the big 
investments)

Integrated local development

programmes

• UNDP active at local level 
since mid/late 1990s in 
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

• Working with local 
authorities, communities to 
identify and address priority 
problems affecting local 
development

content

• Small infrastructure projects

• Resource mobilization

• Support to local producers

• Promote public-private 
dialogue



For example: CAREC transport 
corridors
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Example 1: UNDP and CAREC

• Working to ensure that transport infrastructure 
brings benefits to communities situated along 
the corridors

• Not just at the beginning and end points, or in 
big transport “nodes”

• But linking efforts to improve trade capacity at 
the micro/ local level to complement work by 
other agencies to improve transport 
infrastructure, customs legislation, tariffs

Local development programmes and more 
recently: Aid for Trade 



Promoting trade along transport corridors 
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Kyrgyzstan

• Batken region (link to Osh and corridor 3)

• Goal: support small entrepreneurs at local level 
to benefit from trade opportunities

• Involve local government: trade development 
strategy, incorporated into local dev strategy

• Work with local government and local 
cooperative on creation of Batken brand

• Support to local producers: packaging, storage



Batken Brand

…more on Batken

• 3 000 jars of jam;
• 100 tons of seed potatoes;
• 23 000 packages of rice (also sold to Moscow); 
• 400kg of packaged dried apricot, 300kg of apricot 
kernel (to Bishkek);
• INTERFOOD Astana - 100 tons of preserves. 

150 members of cooperatives benefited from these 
sales. 

Total revenue made: 9, 41 million KGS, or 204 670 
USD 
Total profit is 2,049 700 KGS, or 44 560 USD.



Batken Example
Logistics Centre

• On main road Batken-Osh

• Batken Jemishtery: alliance of cooperatives

• Logistics centre – sorting, quality control, 
branding, advice on marketing and export 
potential, certificate of origin, phytosanitary 
standards

• Start with apricots:  start with 250 – aim 1000 
households

• Local authorities contribute land, cooperatives 
money, project equipment

Logistics Centre



Sanitary Standards

Example 2: Energy for All

• Tajikistan: winter electricity is available only 
for up to 3 hours a day for rural population. 

• 70% of population living in rural areas uses 
only 9% out of total energy use

• About 10% of the population lives in remote 
mountainous areas of Tajikistan, far from 
centralized power supply systems.



Energy, water and agriculture

• In Tajikistan 47% or 383.1 thousand hectares 
of the total area of reclaimed lands are serviced 
by 481 pumping stations. 

• 90% of which are not working. 

• energy supply particularly important in March 
and April during the vegetation period for 
cereal crops and vegetables 

• on average 30% of agricultural produce lost 
annually due to lack of energy supply. 



Addressing energy security in 
local development programmes

• Priorities of local populations do not always 
coincide with priorities of central government 
investment programmes

• Local development programmes:

• Small hydro solutions

• Joint determination of priorities, and trust fund 
mechanism

• Sughd region – over 50% of funds from local 
population





Energy Efficiency in residential
buildings





Uzbekistan: rural housing 
programme

• Partly financed with loans from IFIs

• UNDP working with government to ensure 
that energy efficiency considerations and 
renewable energy supply options taken into 
account at the design stage

• Revision of building codes and standards for 
public buildings



Challenges

• Ensure that initiatives do not remain “pilots”

• Keep the links with larger initiatives and 
national programmes

• Link with decentralization reforms and budget 
flexibility at the local level

• (coupled with accountability and monitoring 
mechanisms)

“Poverty is  a lack of electricity in winter, 
schools without teachers, and diplomas 

without knowledge.”

-national consultation on post-2015 agenda, 
Tajikistan 


